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OPTIMAL STABILITY FOR A FIRST ORDER COEFFICIENT IN A NON-SELF-ADJOINT
WAVE EQUATION FROM DIRICHLET-TO-NEUMANN MAP
MOURAD BELLASSOUED AND IBTISSEM BEN AÏCHA
ABSTRACT. This paper is focused on the study of an inverse problem for a non-self-adjoint hyperbolic equa-
tion. More precisely, we attempt to stably recover a first order coefficient appearing in a wave equation from
the knowledge of Neumann boundary data. We show in dimension n greater than two, a stability estimate
of Hölder type for the inverse problem under consideration. The proof involves the reduction to an auxiliary
inverse problem for an electro-magnetic wave equation and the use of an appropriate Carleman estimate.
Keywords: Inverse problem, Stability result, Dirichlet-to-Neumann map, Carleman estimate.
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
The main purpose of this paper is the study of an inverse problem of determining a coefficient of order one
on space appearing in a non-self-adjoint wave equation. Let Ω Ă Rn with n ě 2, be an open bounded set
with a sufficiently smooth boundary Γ “ BΩ. For T ą 0, we denote byQ “ Ωˆp0, T q and Σ “ Γˆp0, T q.
We introduce the following initial boundary value problem for the wave equation with a velocity field V ,
(1.1)
$’’’’&
’’’’%
LV u :“ pB
2
t ´∆` V ¨∇qu “ 0 inQ,
u|t“0 “ Btu|t“0 “ 0 inΩ,
u “ f onΣ,
where V PW 1,8pΩ,Rnq is a real vector field and f PH1
0
pΣq :“tf PH1pΣq, f|t“0 “ 0u is the Dirichlet data
that is used to probe the system. We may define the so-called Dirichlet-to-Neumann (DN) map associated
with the wave operator LV as follows
ΛV : H
1
0
pΣq ÝÑ L2pΣq
f ÞÝÑ Bνu,
where ν denotes the unit outward normal to Γ at x and Bνu stands for ∇u ¨ ν.
The inverse problem we address is to determine the velocity field V appearing in (1.1) from the knowlegde
of the DN map ΛV and we aim to derive a stability result for this problem. To our knowledge this paper is
the first treating the recovery of a coefficient of order one on space appearing in a wave equation.
The problem of recovering coefficients appearing in hyperbolic equations gained increasing popularity
among mathematicians within the last few decades and there are many works related to this topic. But they
are mostly concerned with coefficients of order zero on space. In the case where the unknown coefficient
is depending only on the spatial variable, Rakesh and Symes [22] proved by means of geometric optics
solutions, a uniqueness result in recovering a time-independent potential in a wave equation from global
Neumann data. The uniqueness by local Neumann data, was considered by Eskin [14] and Isakov [16]. In
[5], Bellassoued, Choulli and Yamamoto proved a log-type stability estimate, in the case where the Neumann
data are observed on any arbitrary subset of the boundary. Isakov and Sun [17] proved that the knowledge
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of local Dirichlet-to-Neumann map yields a stability result of Hölder type in determining a coefficient in
a subdomain. As for stability results obtained from global Neumann data, one can see Sun [27], Cipolatti
and Lopez [13]. There are also growing publications on the related inverse problems in Riemannian case.
We mention e.g the paper of Bellassoued and Dos Santos Ferreira [6], Stefanov and Uhlmann [26] and
[20] in which Liu and Oksanen consider the problem of recovering a wave speed c from acoustic boundary
measurements modelled by the hyperbolic Dirichlet to Neumann map. Other than the mentioned papers,
the recovery of time-dependent coefficients in hyperbolic equations has also been developped recently, we
refer e.g to Bellassoued and Ben Aïcha [2, 3] and in the Riemmanian case, we refer to the work of Waters
[30], in which a stability of Hölder type was proved, for the identification of the X-ray transform of a
time-dependent coefficient in an hyperbolic equation. In [24], R. Salazar considered the stability issue and
extended the result of the paper [23] to more general coefficients and he established a stability result for
compactly supported coefficients provided T is sufficiently large. For curiosity, the reader can also see
[9, 18] and the references therein.
The above papers are concerned only with coefficients of order zero on space. In the case where the
unknown coefficient is of order one, we cite for example the paper of Pohjola [21], in which he considered
an inverse problem for a steady state convection diffusion equation. He showed by reducing his problem to
the case of a stationary magnetic Schrödinger equation that a velocity field can be uniquely determined from
the knowledge of Neumann measurements. Cheng, Nakamura and Somersalo [12] treated the same problem
and they proved a uniqueness result for more regular coefficients. Salo [25] also studied this problem and
proved a uniquness result in the case where the coefficient is Lipschitz continuous. The overall method
of proving uniqueness in these papers was based on reducing the inverse problems under investigation to
similar ones for self-adjoint operators and applying the maximum principle. We can also refer to the paper
[19] in which a uniqueness result for a general non-self-adjoint second-order elliptic operator on a manifold
with boundary is addressed.
The stability for problems associated with non self-adjoint operators is never treated before. In this work,
we consider this challenging problem and we establish a stability estimate of Hölder type for the recovery
of the first order coefficient V appearing in the wave operator LV from the knowledge of the DN map ΛV .
The proof of the stability estimate requires the use of an L2-weighted inequality called a Carleman estimate
designed for elliptic operators (see [8, 11] ) instead of the maximum principle used in [21].
Before stating our main result, we introduce the admissible set of the coefficients V . Given M ą 0 and
V0 PW
1,8pΩ,Rnq, we define
VpM,V0q :“ tV PW
1,8pΩ,Rnq, }V }W 1,8pΩq ďM, V “ V0 on Γu.
Then our main result can be stated as follows
Theorem 1.1. Let V1, V2 P V such that V1 ´ V2 PW
2,8pΩq. Then, there exist positive constants κ P p0, 1q
and C ą 0 such that
}V1 ´ V2}L2pΩq ď C}ΛV1 ´ ΛV2}
κ.
Here the constant C is depending only on Ω andM and } ¨ } denotes the norm in LpH10pΣq;L
2pΣqq.
The above statement claims stable determination of the velocity field V from the knowledge of the DN
map ΛV , where both the Dirichlet and Neumann data are performed on the whole boundary Σ. By Theorem
1.1, we can readily derive the following
Corollary 1.2. Let V1, V2 P V . Then, we have that ΛV1 “ ΛV2 implies V1 “ V2 everywhere in Ω.
We point out that since the hyperbolic operator LV is not self-adjoint, then we should first head toward
an auxiliary problem for an electro-magnetic wave equation in order to be able to prove our main results.
3The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we reduce the inverse problem associ-
ated with the equation (1.1) to a corresponding inverse problem for an electro-magnetic wave equation. By
the use of an elliptic Carleman estimate, we give in Section 3 the proof of Theorem 1.1.
2. REDUCTION OF THE PROBLEM
The overall method of proving the stability for the inverse problem under consideration is mainly based
on reducing it to an equivalent problem concerning the following electro-magnetic wave equation
(2.2)
$’’’’&
’’’’%
HA,qu :“ pB
2
t ´∆A ` qqu “ 0 in Q,
u|t“0 “ Btu|t“0 “ 0 in Ω,
u “ f onΣ,
where f P H10pΣq is a non homogeneous Dirichlet data, A “ pajq1ďjďn PW
1,8pΩ,Cnq is a pure imaginary
complex magnetic vector and q P L8pΩ,Rq is a bounded electric potential. Here ∆A denotes the magnetic
Laplacien and it is given by
∆A “
nÿ
j“1
pBj ` iajq
2 “ ∆` 2iA ¨∇` idivA´A ¨A.
According to [4, 8, 10], the initial boudary value problem (2.2) is well posed and we have the existence of
a unique solution within the following class u P Cpr0, T s;H1pΩqq X C1pr0, T s;L2pΩqq. Therefore, we may
define the DN map NA,q associated with the wave equation (2.2) as follows
NA,q : H
1
0pΣq ÝÑ L
2pΣq
f ÞÝÑ pBν ` iA ¨ νqu.
The purpose of this section is to reduce the inverse problem associated with the wave equation (1.1) to an
auxiliary problem for (2.2). Note that if A is of real valued then HA,q is a self-adjoint wave operator. The
strategy is mainly inspired by [21, 12, 25]. We specify the choice of the pure imaginary complex vector A
and the real function q in such a way HA,q coïncide with LV and the same for the associated DN maps.
We need first to introduce some notations. Let us consider the following set
H1T pΣq :“tgPH
1pΣq; g|t“T “ 0u.
For g P H1T pΣq, we define the adjoint operator of ΛV as follows:
Λ˚V : H
1
T pΣq ÝÑ L
2pΣq
g ÞÝÑ Bνv,
where v here denotes the unique solution of the backward problem$’’’’&
’’’’%
L ˚V v “ B
2
t v ´∆v ´ divpV vq “ 0 in Q,
v|t“T “ Btv|t“T “ 0 in Ω,
v “ g on Σ.
On the other hand, we define the adjoint operator of the DN map NA,q as follows
N˚A,q : H
1
T pΣq ÝÑ L
2pΣq
g ÞÝÑ pBν ` iA ¨ νqv,
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associated to the backward problem $’’’’&
’’’’%
H ˚A,qv “ HA,qv “ 0 in Q,
v|t“T “ Btv|t“T “ 0 inΩ,
v “ g onΣ.
In the sequel, we shall make use of the following Green formula for the magnetic Laplacian. Let A be a
pure imaginary complex vector inW 1,8pΩ,Cnq. Then, the following identity holds trueż
Ω
∆Au v dx “ ´
ż
Ω
p∇ ` iAqu p∇ ´ iAqv dx`
ż
Γ
piA ¨ ν ` Bνquv dσ
“
ż
Ω
∆Av u dx`
ż
Γ
´
pBν ` iν ¨Aqu v ´ pBν ` iν ¨Aqv u
¯
dσ,(2.3)
for u, v P H1pΩq such that ∆u, ∆ v P L2pΩq. Here dσ is the Euclidean surface measure on Γ. Finally,
we introduce the admissible sets of the coefficients A and q: for M ą 0, A0 P W 1,8pΩ,Cnq and q0 P
L8pΩ,Rq, we define
ApM,A0q :“ tA PW
1,8pΩ,Cnq, }A}W 1,8pΩq ďM, A “ A0 on Γu,
and
QpM, q0q :“ tq P L
8pΩ,Rq, }q}L8pΩq ďM, q “ q0 on Γu.
We shall now give some properties of the considered operators as well as the associated DN maps. This
statement will play a crucial role in proving Theorem 1.1.
Lemma 2.1. Let V1, V2 P V . We define A1, A2 P ApM,A0q and q1, q2 P QpM, q0q by
(2.4) Aj “
i
2
Vj , and qj “
1
4
V 2j ´
1
2
div Vj, j “ 1, 2.
Then, we have
HAj ,qj “ LVj , H
˚
Aj ,qj
“ L ˚Vj , and NAj ,qj “ N´Aj ,qj “ N
˚
Aj ,qj
, j “ 1, 2.
Moreover,
(2.5) }NA1,q1 ´NA2,q2} “ }ΛV1 ´ ΛV2},
where } ¨ } stands for the norm in LpH10pΣq;L
2pΣqq.
Proof. In light of (2.4), one can easily see that for any u, v P H2pQq we have
(2.6) HAj ,qju “ pB
2
t ´∆Aj ` qjpxqqu “ pB
2
t ´∆` Vj ¨∇qu “ LVju,
and
(2.7) H ˚Aj ,qjv “ pB
2
t ´∆Aj ` qjpxqqv “ pB
2
t ´∆p´Ajq ` qjpxqqv “ B
2
t v ´∆v ´ divpVjvq “ L
˚
Vj
v.
A simple application of (2.3) yields NA,q “ N´A,q “ N
˚
A,q. We move now to prove (2.5). Let us denote by
uj and vj , j “ 1, 2, the solutions of
(2.8)
$’’’’&
’’’’%
LVjuj “ 0 in Q,
uj|t“0 “ Btuj|t“0 “ 0 in Ω,
uj “ f on Σ,
;
$’’’’&
’’’’%
L ˚Vj
vj “ 0 in Q,
vj|t“T “ Btvj|t“T “ 0 in Ω,
vj “ g on Σ,
5where f P H10pΣq and g P H
1
T pΣq. By multiplying the first equation in the left hand side of (2.8) by vj and
integrating by parts, we get
(2.9)
ż
Σ
ΛVj pfqg dσ dt “
ż
Q
´
´ BtujBtvj `∇uj ¨∇vj ` Vj ¨∇uj vj
¯
dx dt.
On the other hand, based on (2.6) and (2.7), uj and vj with j “ 1, 2, are also solutions to
(2.10)
$’’’’&
’’’’%
HAj ,qjuj “ 0 in Q,
uj|t“0 “ Btuj|t“0 “ 0 in Ω,
uj “ f on Σ,
;
$’’’’&
’’’’%
H ˚Aj ,qj
vj “ 0 in Q,
vj|t“T “ Btvj|t“T “ 0 in Ω,
vj “ g on Σ.
By multiplying the equation in the left hand side of (2.10) by vj and after integrating by parts, we get in
light of (2.4) and (2.3),ż
Σ
NAj ,qjpfqg dσ dt “
ż
Q
´
´BtujBtvj `∇uj ¨∇vj `
1
2
Vj ¨∇ujvj ´
1
2
Vj ¨∇vjuj ´
1
2
divVjujvj
¯
dx dt.
This immediately implies that
(2.11)
ż
Σ
NAj ,qjpfqg dσ dt “
ż
Q
´
´BtujBtvj`∇uj ¨∇vj`Vj ¨∇ujvj
¯
dx dt´
1
2
ż
Σ
Vj ¨ν ujvj dσ dt.
Hence, from (2.9) and (2.11), we find out thatż
Σ
NAj ,qjpfqg dσ dt “
ż
Σ
ΛVj pfqg dσ dt´
1
2
ż
Σ
Vj ¨ ν f g dσ dt.
Owing to the assumption that V1 “ V2 on Γ, we get the desired result. 
Due to Lemma 2.1, the inverse problem under investigation may be equivalently reformulated as to
whether the magnetic potential A and the electric potential q in (2.2) can be recovered from the knowl-
edge of NA,q. This is the auxiliary inverse problem that we address in the remaining of this section.
As it was noted in Sun [28], the DN map is invariant under a gauge transformation. Namely, given
any ϕ P C2pΩq with ϕ|Γ “ 0, one has NA`∇ϕ,q “ NA,q. Hence, the magnetic potential A can not
be uniquely determined by NA,q. However it is possible to show that the knowledge of the DN map NA,q
stably determines the electric potential q and the magnetic field corresponding to the pure imaginary complex
potential A which is given by the 2-form dαA defined as follows
dαA “
nÿ
i,j“1
´ Bai
Bxj
´
Baj
Bxj
¯
dxj ^ dxi.
Actually, this problem is closely related to the one treated in Bellassoued and Ben Joud [4] in the absence of
the electric potential, in Bellassoued [1] in the Riemmanian case and in Ben Joud [10]. Compared with the
paper of Ben Joud [10], we formulate this auxiliary problem for less regular complex magnetic potentials.
Theorem 1.1 can then be reduced to the following equivalent statement
Theorem 2.2. Let A1, A2 P ApM,A0q, and q1, q2 P QpM, q0q. Assume that A1´A2 PW
2,8pΩ,Cnq and
q1 ´ q2 P W
1,8pΩ,Rq. Then, there exist C ą 0 and µ P p0, 1q such that we have
}dαA1 ´ dαA2}H´1pΩq ` }q1 ´ q2}H´1pΩq ď C}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1}
µ.
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The above theorem claims stable determination of the magnetic field dαA and the electric potential q
from the global Neumann measurement NA,q. Here we improve the result of Ben Joud [10] by considering
complex magnetic potentials. The regularity condition imposed on admissible magnetic potentials is also
weakened fromW 3,8pΩq toW 1,8pΩq.
The rest of this section is devoted to proving this auxiliary result.
2.1. Geometrical optics solutions. Section 2 mainly aims at the study of the auxiliary inverse problem
associated with the electro-magnetic wave equation (2.2), that is the identification of dαA and q from the
DN map NA,q. To begin with, we shall first construct geometrical optics solutions for the equation (2.2)
associated with a suitable smooth approximation of the magnetic potential (see [7, 21]). For this purpose,
we first consider ϕ P C80 pR
nq and notice that for all ω P Sn´1 the function
(2.12) φpx, tq “ ϕpx` tωq,
solves the following transport equation
pBt ´ ω ¨∇qφpx, tq “ 0.
We will build solutions associated with a suitable smooth approximation of the magnetic potential. This
requires to extend the potentials A1, A2 P ApA0,Mq to a larger domain as follows:
Lemma 2.3. (see[29]) Let Ω be a bounded domain that is compactly contained in Ω˜ Ă Rn. Let A1, A2 P
W 1,8pΩq such that }Aj}W 1,8pΩq ď M , j “ 1, 2 and A1 “ A2 on Γ. Then, there exist two extensions
A˜1, A˜2 P W
1,8
c pΩ˜q, such that A˜1 “ A˜2 on Ω˜ zΩ. Moreover, there exists a positive constant C ą 0 such
that
}A˜j}W 1,8pΩ˜q ď CM, j “ 1, 2.
Here C is depends only on Ω, Ω˜ andM .
Let χ P C8c pR
nq such that Supp χ Ă Bp0, 1q, 0 ď χ ď 1, and
ż
Rn
χpxq dx “ 1. For a sufficiently
large λ ą 0, we denote χλpxq “ λ
nαχpλαxq, with 0 ă α ď 1{2. For j “ 1, 2, we define the smooth
approximations A7j,λ of the extensions A˜j PW
1,8
c pRn,Cq as follows:
(2.13) A7j,λ :“ χλ ˚ A˜j , j “ 1, 2.
This terminology is justified by the fact that A7j,λ gets closer to A˜j as λ goes to 8. This can be seen from
the following result:
Lemma 2.4. Let A˜ PW 1,8c pRn,Cnq be such that }A˜}W 1,8pRnq ďM . Then, there exists a positive constant
C depending only onM and Ω such that for all λ ą 0 we have
(2.14) }A˜´A7λ}L8pRnq ď Cλ
´α.
Moreover, for any multi-index γ P Nn, with |γ| ě 1, we have
(2.15) }BγA7λ}L8pRnq ď Cλ
αp|γ|´1q,
where C is a positive constant depedning only onM and Ω.
7Proof. From [15], we have A˜ P C0,1pRnq and }A˜}C0,1pRnq ď }A˜}W 1,8pRnq, thus in light of (2.13), we have
|A˜´A7λ| “
ˇˇˇ ż
Rn
A˜px´ yqχλpyq dy ´ A˜pxq
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ ż
Rn
A˜px´ yqχpλαyqλnα dy ´ A˜pxq
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ ż
Rn
A˜px´ λ´αyqχpyq ´ A˜pxqχpyq dy
ˇˇˇ
ď }A˜}C0,1pRnqλ
´α
ż
Rn
|y||χpyq| dy
ď Cλ´α,
which completes the proof of the first estimate (2.14). We move now to prove (2.15) . We should first notice
that for all multi-index γ P Nn such that |γ| ě 1, we haveż
Rn
Bγχpyq dy “ 0.
Thus, from the above observation, we find
|BγA7λpxq| “
ˇˇˇ ż
Rn
A˜pyqλnαBγ
´
χpλαpx´ yqq
¯
dy
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ ż
Rn
A˜px´ λ´αzqλα|γ| pBγχqpzq dz
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ ż
Rn
´
A˜px´ λ´αzq ´Apxq
¯
λα|γ| pBγχqpzq dz
ˇˇˇ
ď }A˜}C0,1pRnqλ
αp|γ|´1q
ż
Rn
|z||pBαχqpzq| dz
ď Cλαp|γ|´1q.
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
The coming statement claims the existence of particular solutions to the equation (2.2). In the rest of this
subsection, we will consider A to be extended as A˜ outside Ω. We denote by A this extension.
Lemma 2.5. (see [10]) Given ω P Sn´1 and ϕ P C80 pR
nq. Let A P W 1,8pΩq and q P L8pΩq. We consider
the function φ defined by (2.12). Then, for any λ ą 0 the equation HA,qu “ 0 in Q admits a solution
u P Cpr0, T s;H1pΩqq X C1pr0, T s;L2pΩqq,
of the form
upx, tq “ φpx, tq b7λpx, tq e
iλpx¨ω`tq ` rpx, tq,
where
b
7
λpx, tq “ exp
´
i
ż t
0
ω ¨A7λpx` sωq ds
¯
.
Here A
7
λ is given by (2.13) and the correction term r satisfies
rpx, 0q “ Btrpx, 0q “ 0, in Ω, rpx, tq “ 0 on Σ.
Moreover, there exists a positive constant C ą 0 such that
(2.16) λα}r}L2pQq ` λ
α´1}∇r}L2pQq ď C}ϕ}H3pRnq, 0 ă α ď 1{2.
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Proof. In order to prove this lemma, it will be enough to show that if r solves the following equation
(2.17)
$’’’’&
’’’’%
HA,qr “ g, in Q,
r|t“0 “ Btr|t“0 “ 0, in Ω,
r “ 0, on Σ,
then the estimate (2.16) is satisfied. Here the function g is given by
gpx, tq “ ´eiλpx¨ω`tqpB2t ´∆A ` qpxqqpφ b
7
λqpx, tq
´2iλeiλpx¨ω`tqb7λpx, tqpBt ´ ω ¨∇qφpx, tq
´2iλeiλpx¨ω`tqφpx, tqpBt ´ ω ¨∇´ ipω ¨Aqqb
7
λpx, tq.
This and the fact that φ satisfies (2.12) and b7λ solves the following equation
pBt ´ ω ¨∇´ ipω ¨A
7
λqqb
7
λ “ 0,
immediately implies that
gpx, tq “ ´eiλpx¨ω`tqpB2t ´∆A ` qpxqqpφ b
7
λqpx, tq ` 2λe
iλpx¨ω`tqω ¨ pA7λ ´Aqpxqpb
7
λφqpx, tq,
with g P L1p0, T ;L2pΩqq. By setting wpx, tq “
ż t
0
rpx, sq ds, one can see that w solves the hyperbolic
problem (2.17) with the right hand side
F px, tq “
ż t
0
gpx, sq ds “
ż t
0
´eiλpx¨ω`sqpB2t ´∆A ` qpxqqpφ b
7
λqpx, sq ds
`
ż t
0
2λeiλpx¨ω`sqω ¨ pA7λ ´Aqpxqpφ b
7
λqpx, sq ds “ F1px, tq ` F2px, tq.(2.18)
Let us put
(2.19) g1px, sq “ pB
2
t ´∆A ` qpxqqpφ b
7
λqpx, sq, and g2px, sq “ 2λω ¨ pA
7
λ ´Aqpxqpφ b
7
λqpx, sq.
In light of (2.18) and (2.19), we have
F1px, tq “ ´
1
iλ
ż t
0
g1px, sqBspe
iλpx¨ω`sqq ds.
Thus, by integrating by parts with respect to s and using (2.15), we get
(2.20) }F1}
2
L2pQq ď
C
λ2
´
}g1}
2
L2pQq ` T }g1p¨, 0q}
2
L2pΩq ` T }Bsg1}
2
L2pQq
¯
ď
C
λ2´α
}ϕ}2H3pRnq.
On the other hand, in view of (2.18) and (2.19) we have
F2px, tq “
1
iλ
ż t
0
g2px, sqBspe
iλpx¨ω`sqq ds.
Again, by integrating by parts with respect to the variable s, we find in view of (2.14)
(2.21) }F2}
2
L2pQq ď
C
λ2α
}ϕ}2H3pRnq.
Applying the standard energy estimate for hyperbolic initial boundary value problems to the solution w, we
get from (2.20) and (2.21)
}r}L2pQq “ }Btw}L2pQq ď
C
λα
}ϕ}H3pRnq, 0 ă α ď 1{2.
9By using again the energy estimate applied to the solution r, we get from (2.14)
}∇r}L2pQq ď C}g}L2pQq ď Cp}g1}L2pQq ` }g2}L2pQqq
ď C
´
λα `
1
λα´1
¯
}ϕ}H3pRnq
ď
C
λα´1
}ϕ}H3pRnq,
with 0 ă α ď 1{2. This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
By a similar way, we can construct a solution to the backward problem.
Lemma 2.6. Given ω P Sn´1 and ϕ P C8
0
pRnq. We consider the function φ defined by (2.12). Then, for any
λ ą 0 the equation H ˚A,qv “ 0 in Q admits a solution
v P Cpr0, T s;H1pΩqq X C1pr0, T s;L2pΩqq,
of the form
vpx, tq “ φpx, tq b7λpx, tq e
iλpx¨ω`tq ` rpx, tq,
where
bpx, tq “ exp
´
i
ż t
0
ω ¨ A
7
λpx` sωq ds
¯
,
and rpx, tq satisfies
rpx, T q “ Btrpx, T q “ 0, in Ω, rpx, tq “ 0 on Σ.
Moreover, there exists a positive constant C ą 0 such that
(2.22) λα}r}L2pQq ` λ
α´1}∇r}L2pQq ď C}ϕ}H3pRnq.
2.2. Stability for the magnetic field. In this section we are going to use the geometrical optics solutions
constructed before in order to retrieve a stability result for the determination of the magnetic field dαA from
the DN map NA,q. Let us first consider A1, A2 P ApM,A0q and q1, q2 P QpM, q0q. We define
Apxq “ pA1 ´A2qpxq and qpxq “ pq2 ´ q1qpxq.
Assume that there exists ρ ą 0 such that T ą DiamΩ` 4ρ. We denote
Dρ “ tx P R
nzΩ, distpx,Ωq ă ρu.
Throughout the rest of the paper, we assume that supp ϕ Ă Dρ, so that we have
suppϕX Ω “ H, and psuppϕ˘ Tωq X Ω “ H.
we recall that A is assumed to be extended as A˜ outside Ω and that we denoted by A this extension. More-
over, we extend q to a L8pRnq function by defining it by zero outside Ω. We denote by A and q these
extensions.
2.2.1. Preliminary estimate. The main purpose of this subsection is to establish the following
Lemma 2.7. There exists a constant C ą 0 such that for any ω P Sn´1, the following estimateˇˇˇ ż
R
ω ¨Apy ´ sωq ds
ˇˇˇ
ď C
´
λδ}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1} `
1
λβ
¯
a.e, y P Rn,
holds true for any λ ą 0 sufficiently large. Here C depends only on Ω, T andM .
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Proof. In view of Lemma 2.5, and using the fact that suppϕ X Ω “ H, there exists a geometrical optic
solution u2 to the follwoing equation$&
%
HA2,q2u2 “ 0, in Q,
u2|t“0 “ Btu2|t“0 “ 0, in Ω,
in the following form
u2px, tq “ ϕ2px` tωqb
7
2,λpx, tqe
iλpx¨ω`tq ` r2px, tq,
with b7
2,λpx, tq “ exp
´
i
ż t
0
ω ¨ A7
2,λpx` sωq ds
¯
and r2 satisfies (2.16). Next, let us denote by fλ “ u2|Σ.
Let u1 be a solution to the follwing system$’’’’&
’’’’%
HA1,q1u1 “ 0, in Q,
u1|t“0 “ Btu1|t“0 “ 0, in Ω,
u1 “ u2 :“ fλ, on Σ.
Putting u “ u1 ´ u2. Then, u is a solution to
(2.23)
$’’’’&
’’’’%
HA1,q1u “ 2iA ¨∇u2 ` VAu2 ` qu2, in Q,
u|t“0 “ Btu|t“0 “ 0, in Ω,
u “ 0, on Σ,
where A “ A1 ´ A2, q “ q2 ´ q1 and VA “ i divA ` pA22 ´ A
2
1q. On the other hand, Lemma 2.6 and the
fact that psuppϕ˘ Tωq X Ω “ H, guarantee the existence of a geometrical optic solution v to$&
%
H ˚A1,q1
v “ 0, in Q,
v|t“T “ Btv|t“T “ 0, in Ω,
in the following form
vpx, tq “ ϕ1px` tωqb
7
1,λpx, tqe
iλpx¨ω`tq ` r1px, tq,
where b1px, tq “ exp
`
i
ż t
0
ω ¨ A
7
1,λpx ` sωq ds
¯
and r1 satisfies (2.22). Multiplying the first equation in
(2.23) by v and integrating by parts we get in view of (2.3),ż
Q
2iA ¨∇u2px, tqvpx, tq dx dt “
ż
Σ
pNA1,q1 ´NA2,q2qpfqvpx, tq dσ dt
´
ż
Q
pVApxq ` qpxqqu2px, tqvpx, tq dx dt.(2.24)
On the other hand, by replacing u2 and v by their expressions, we getż
Q
2iA ¨∇u2px, tqvpx, tq dx dt “
ż
Q
2iA ¨∇pφ2b
7
2,λqpx, tqpφ1b
7
1,λqpx, tq dx dt
`
ż
Q
2iA ¨∇pφ2b
7
2,λqpx, tqr1px, tqe
iλpx¨ω`tq dx dt
´2λ
ż
Q
ω ¨Apxqpφ2b
7
2,λqpx, tqpφ1b
7
1,λqpx, tq dx dt
11
´2λ
ż
Q
ω ¨Apxqpφ2b
7
2,λqpx, tqr1px, tqe
iλpx¨ω`tq dx dt
`2i
ż
Q
A ¨∇r2px, tqpφ1b
7
1,λqpx, tqe
´iλpx¨ω`tq dx dt
`2i
ż
Q
A ¨∇r2px, tqr1px, tq dx dt
“ ´2λ
ż
Q
ω ¨Apxqpφ2φ1qpx, tqpb
7
2,λb
7
1λqpx, tq dx dt ` Iλ.(2.25)
Using the fact that for λ sufficiently large, we have
(2.26) }u2v}L1pQq ď C}ϕ1}H3pRnq}ϕ2}H3pRnq, and |Iλ| ď Cλ
1´α}ϕ1}H3pRnq}ϕ2}H3pRnq.
On the other hand from the trace theorem we haveˇˇˇ ż
Σ
pNA2,q2 ´NA1,q1qpfλq vpx, tq dσ dt
ˇˇˇ
ď }NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1} }fλ}H1pΣq}v}L2pΣq
ď }NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1} }u2 ´ r2}H2pQq }v ´ r1}H1pQq
ď Cλ3}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1} }ϕ1}H3pRnq}ϕ2}H3pRnq.
This, (2.25) and (2.26) yieldˇˇˇ ż
Q
ω ¨ Apxqpφ2φ1qpx, tqpb
7
2,λb
7
1λqpx, tqdx dt
ˇˇˇ
ď C
´
λ2}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1} `
1
λα
¯
}ϕ1}H3pRnq}ϕ2}H3pRnq.
Since A “ 0 outside Ω, then putting y “ x` tω and s “ t´ s, we get for ϕ1 “ ϕ2 “ ϕ P C
8
0 pDρq,ˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
Rn
ω ¨Apy ´ tωqϕ2pyq exp
´
´ i
ż t
0
ω ¨ A7λpy ´ sωq ds
¯
dy dt
ˇˇˇ
ď C
´
λ2}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1} `
1
λα
¯
}ϕ}2H3pRnq.
Now, using the fact thatż T
0
ż
Rn
ω ¨ Apy ´ tωqϕ2pyq exp
´
´ i
ż t
0
ω ¨ A7λpy ´ sωq ds
¯
dy dt
“
ż T
0
ż
Rn
ω ¨ pA´A7λqpy ´ tωqϕ
2pyq exp
´
´ i
ż t
0
ω ¨ A7λpy ´ sωqds
¯
dy dt
`
ż T
0
ż
Rn
ω ¨ A7λpy ´ tωqϕ
2pyq exp
´
´ i
ż t
0
ω ¨ A7λpy ´ sωq ds
¯
dy dt.
we get from (2.14)ˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
Rn
ω¨A7λpy´tωqϕ
2pyq exp
´
´i
ż t
0
ω¨A7λpy´sωq ds
¯
dy dt
ˇˇˇ
ď C
´
λ2}NA2,q2´NA1,q1}`
1
λα
¯
}ϕ}2H3pRnq.
Therefore, since
Bt
”
exp
´
´ i
ż t
0
ω ¨A7λpy ´ sωq ds
¯ı
“ ´iω ¨A7λpy ´ tωq exp
´
´ i
ż t
0
ω ¨ A7λpy ´ sωq ds
¯
,
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we obtain the following estimation
(2.27)
ˇˇˇ
i
ż
Rn
ϕ2pyq
”
exp
´
´ i
ż T
0
ω ¨A7λpy´sωq
¯
´1
ı
dy
ˇˇˇ
ď C
´
λ2}NA2,q2´NA1,q1}`
1
λα
¯
}ϕ}2H3pRnq.
We move now to specify the choice of the function ϕ P C8
0
pDρq. We set Bp0, rq :“ tx P Rn; |x| ă ru for
all r ě 0. Let ψ P C8
0
pRnq be a non-negative function which is supported in the unit ball Bp0, 1q and such
that }ψ}L2pRnq “ 1. For y P Dρ, we define
(2.28) ϕhpxq “ h
´n{2ψ
´x´ y
h
¯
.
Then, for h ą 0 sufficiently small such that Supp ϕh Ă Dρ. We can verify that
Suppϕh XΩ “ H and pSuppϕh ˘ Tωq X Ω “ H.
Moreover, we haveˇˇˇ
exp
´
´ i
ż T
0
ω ¨A7λpy ´ sωq ds
¯
´ 1
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ ż
Rn
ϕ2hpxq
”
exp
´
´ i
ż T
0
ω ¨ A7λpy ´ sωq ds
¯
´ 1
ı
dx
ˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇ ż
Rn
ϕ2hpxq
”
exp
´
´ i
ż T
0
ω ¨ A7λpy ´ sωq ds
¯
´ exp
´
´ i
ż T
0
ω ¨A7λpx´ sωq ds
¯ı
dx
ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ ż
Rn
ϕ2hpxq
”
exp
´
´ i
ż T
0
ω ¨ A7λpx´ sωq ds
¯
´ 1
ı
dx
ˇˇˇ
.(2.29)
Using the fact that ˇˇˇ ż T
0
´
iω ¨A7λpy ´ sωq´iω ¨ A
7
λpx´ sωq
¯
ds
ˇˇˇ
ď C |y ´ x|,
we deduce upon replacing ϕ “ ϕh in (2.27), the following estimationˇˇˇ
exp
´
´i
ż T
0
ω ¨A7λpy´sωq ds
¯
´1
ˇˇˇ
ďC
ż
Rn
ϕ2hpxq |y´x| dx`C
´
λ2}NA2,q2´NA1,q1}`
1
λα
¯
}ϕh}
2
H3pRnq.
On the other hand, we have
}ϕh}H3pRnq ď Ch
´3 and
ż
Rn
ϕ2hpxq|y ´ x| dx ď Ch.
So, we end up getting the following inequalityˇˇˇ
exp
´
´ i
ż T
0
ω ¨A7λpy ´ sωq ds
¯
´ 1
ˇˇˇ
ď C h` C
´
λ2}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1} `
1
λα
¯
h´6.
Selecting h small such that h “ 1{λαh6, that is h “ λ´α{7, we find δ ą 1 and 0 ă β ă α ă 1 such that
(2.30)
ˇˇˇ
exp
´
´ i
ż T
0
ω ¨ A7λpy ´ sωq ds
¯
´ 1
ˇˇˇ
ď C
´
λδ}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1} `
1
λβ
¯
.
Using the fact that |X| ď eM |eX ´ 1| for anyX real satisfying |X| ďM we found out thatˇˇˇ
´ i
ż T
0
ω ¨A7λpy ´ sωq ds
ˇˇˇ
ď eMT
ˇˇˇ
exp
´
´ i
ż T
0
ω ¨ Apy ´ sωq ds
¯
´ 1
ˇˇˇ
,
where X “
ż T
0
´iω ¨A7λpy ´ sωq ds. We conclude in light of (2.30) the following the estimate
(2.31)
ˇˇˇ ż T
0
ω ¨ A7λpy ´ sωq ds
ˇˇˇ
ď C
´
λδ}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1} `
1
λβ
¯
, a. e. y P Dρ, ω P S
n´1.
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By replacing ω by ´ω, we get
(2.32)
ˇˇˇ ż 0
´T
ω ¨A7λpy ´ sωq ds
ˇˇˇ
ď C
´
λδ}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1} `
1
λβ
¯
, a. e. y P Dρ, ω P S
n´1.
Bearing in mind thatˇˇˇ ż T
´T
ω ¨ Apy ´ sωq ds
ˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇ ż T
´T
ω ¨A7λpy ´ sωq ds
ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ ż T
´T
ω ¨ pA7λ ´Aqpy ´ sωq ds
ˇˇˇ
,
we can deduce from (2.32) and (2.14) the following estimateˇˇˇ ż T
´T
ω ¨ Apy ´ sωq ds
ˇˇˇ
ď C
´
λδ}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1} `
1
λβ
`
1
λα
¯
ď C
´
λδ}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1} `
1
λβ
¯
,
for all y P Dρ and ω P Sn´1. Since T ą DiamΩ` 4ρ and supp A Ď Ω we obtain in view of (2.31)-(2.32),ˇˇˇ ż
R
ω ¨ Apy ´ sωq ds
ˇˇˇ
ď C
´
λδ}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1} `
1
λβ
¯
, a. e. y P Rn, ω P Sn´1.
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
2.2.2. An estimate for the magnetic field. In this section we estimate the magnetic field dαA1 ´ dαA2 by
the use of the lemma proved in the previous section. For this purpose, let us first introduce this notation
akpxq “ pA1 ´A2qpxq ¨ ek “ Apxq ¨ ek,
where pekq1ďkďn is the canonical basis of R
n. On the other hand, we denote by
(2.33) σj,kpxq “
Bak
Bxj
pxq ´
Baj
Bxk
pxq, j, k “ 1...n.
Let ξ P ωK. By the change of variables x “ z ´ sω P ωK ‘ Rω “ Rn, we have the following identity
z ¨ ξ “ z ¨ ξ ´ sω ¨ ξ “ x ¨ ξ,
with dx “ dσdt. Thus, we getż
ωK
e´iz¨ξ
ż
R
ω ¨ Apz ´ sωq ds dσ “
ż
ωK
ż
R
e´iz¨ξ`sξ¨ωpω ¨Aqpz ´ sωq ds dσ
“
ż
Rn
e´ix¨ξω ¨Apxq dx.
Assume that Ω Ă Bp0, R1q, with R ą 0. Using the fact that Supp A Ă Ω, we get from Lemma 2.7ˇˇˇ ż
Rn
e´ix¨ξω ¨Apxq dx
ˇˇˇ
ď
ż
ωKXBp0,R1q
ˇˇˇ
e´iz¨ξ
ż
R
ω ¨Apz ´ sωq ds
ˇˇˇ
dz
ď C
´
λδ}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1} `
1
λβ
¯
.(2.34)
For ξ P Rn, we define ω “
ξjek´ξkej
|ξjek´ξkej |
. Multiplying (2.34) by |ξjek ´ ξkej |, we obtainˇˇˇ ż
Rn
e´ix¨ξ
´
ξjakpxq ´ ξkajpxq
¯
dx
ˇˇˇ
ď C|ξjek ´ ξkej |
´
λδ}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1} `
1
λβ
¯
.
This together with (2.33) yield
|pσj,kpξq| ď C ă ξ ą ´λδ}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1} ` 1λβ
¯
.
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We are now in position to upper bound the magnetic field induced by the magnetic potential in suitable
norms. For this purpose, let 0 ă R ď λ. In light of the above reasoning, this can be achieved by decompos-
ing the H´1pRnq norm of σj,k as follows
}σj,k}
2
H´1pRnq “
ż
|ξ|ďR
|pσj,kpξq|2 ă ξ ą´2 dξ ` ż
|ξ|ąR
|pσj,kpξq|2 ă ξ ą´2 dξ.
Then, we have
}σj,k}
2
H´1pRnq ď C
´
Rn} ă ξ ą´1 pσj,k}2L8pBp0,Rqq ` 1R2 }σj,k}2L2pRnq
¯
.
This entails that
}σj,k}
2
H´1pRnq ď C
´
Rn
ˆ
λ2δ}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1}
2 `
1
λ2β
˙
`
1
R2
¯
.
Next, we choose R ą 0 in such away Rn{λ2β “ 1{R2. Thus, we find µ1 ą 2 and µ2 ą 0 such that
}σj,k}
2
H´1pRnq ď C
´
λ
2β
n`2
`2δ}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1}
2 ` λ
2βn
n`2
´2β
¯
ď C
´
λµ1}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1}
2 ` λ´µ2
¯
.(2.35)
Now we assume that }NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1} ă c ă 1, and we minimize with respect to λ to end up getting
}σj,k}H´1pRnq ď C}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1}
1{2.
The above estimate remains true in the case where }NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1} ě c, since we have
}σj,k}H´1pRnq ď
2M
c1{2
c1{2 ď
2M
c1{2
}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1}
1{2.
Therefore, we find out that
}dαA1 ´ dαA2}H´1pΩq ď
ÿ
j,k
}σj,k}H´1pRnq ď C}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1}
1{2.(2.36)
2.3. Stability for the electric potential. The goal of this section is to prove a stability estimate for the
electric potential. The proof involves using the stability estimate we have already obtained for the magnetic
field. We will proceed as in [29].
Let n ă p0 ă 8. Apply the Hodge decomposition to A1 ´A2 in the spaceW 1,p0pΩ,Cnq. We define
(2.37) A
1
1 “ A1 `
1
2
∇ψ, and A
1
2 “ A2 ´
1
2
∇ψ,
with ψ PW 3,p0pΩq XH1
0
pΩq. From Lemma 6.2 given in [29], A1 “ A
1
2
´A1
1
satisfies
(2.38) }A1}W 1,p0pΩq ď C}dαA1 ´ dαA2}Lp0pΩq “ C}dαA1
1
´ dαA1
2
}Lp0 pΩq.
Recall that since the DN map is invariant under gauge transformation then we have
(2.39) NA1,q1 “ NA1` 12∇ψ,q1
, NA2,q2 “ NA2´ 12∇ψ,q2
.
Throughout the rest of this section, Aj will be replaced by A1j for j “ 1, 2.
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2.3.1. Preliminary estimate.
Lemma 2.8. There exist a constant C ą 0 such that for any ω P Sn´1, the following estimateˇˇˇ ż
R
qpy ´ tωq dt
ˇˇˇ
ď C
´
λδ}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1} `
1
λβ
¯
, a. e. y P Rn,
holds true. Here C depends only on Ω, T andM .
Proof. We start with the identity (2.24) except this time we isolate the electric potential termż
Q
qpxq u2px, tqvpx, tq dx dt “
ż
Σ
pNA1
1
,q1 ´NA12,q2qpfqvpx, tq dσ dt
´
ż
Q
2iA1 ¨∇u2px, tqvpx, tq dx dt ´
ż
Q
VA1pxqu2px, tqvpx, tq dx dt,
where VA1 “ idivA
1 ` pA
12
2 ´A
12
1 q. By replacing u2 and v by their expressions, we getż
Q
qpxqu2px, tqvpx, tq dx dt “
ż
Q
qpxqpφ2φ1qpx, tqpb
7
2,λb
7
1,λqpx, tq dx dt
`
ż
Q
qpxqφ2px, tqb
7
2,λpx, tqe
iλpx¨ω`tqr1px, tq dx dt
`
ż
Q
qpxqφ1px, tqb
7
1λpx, tqe
´iλpx¨ω`tqr2px, tq dx dt
`
ż
Q
qpxqr2px, tq r1px, tq dx dt.
Therefore, we have the following identity
(2.40)
ż
Q
qpxqpφ2φ1qpx, tqpb
7
2,λb
7
1λqpx, tq dx dt “
ż
Σ
pNA1
1
,q1 ´NA12,q2qpfqvpx, tq dσ dt` Iλ,
where Iλ is given by
Iλ “
ż
Q
2iA1 ¨∇u2px, tqvpx, tq dx dt ´
ż
Q
VA1pxqu2px, tqvpx, tq dx dt
´
ż
Q
qpxqφ2px, tqb
7
2,λpx, tqe
iλpx¨ω`tqr1px, tq dx dt ´
ż
Q
qpxqr2px, tqr1px, tq dx dt
´
ż
Q
qpxqφ1px, tqb
7
1λ
px, tqe´iλpx¨ω`tqr2px, tq dx dt.
For λ sufficiently large, we have
(2.41) |Iλ| ď C
´ 1
λα
` λ}A1}L8pΩq
¯
}ϕ1}H3pRnq}ϕ2}H3pRnq,
with 0 ă α ď 1{2. On the other hand, by the trace theorem, we have
(2.42)
ˇˇˇ ż
Σ
pNA1,q1 ´NA2,q2qpfqvpx, tq dσ dt
ˇˇˇ
ď Cλ3}NA1,q1 ´NA2,q2}}ϕ1}H3pRnq}ϕ2}H3pRnq.
Thus, from (2.40), (2.41) and (2.42) we obtainˇˇˇ ż
Q
qpxqpφ2φ1qpx, tqpb
7
2,λb
7
1,λqpx, tq dx dt
ˇˇˇ
ď C
´
λ3}NA1,q1 ´NA2,q2} ` λ}A
1}L8pΩq `
1
λα
¯
}ϕ1}H3pRnq}ϕ2}H3pRnq.
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Since q “ 0 outside Ω, then by the change of variables y “ x` tω, s “ t´ s we get for ϕ1 “ ϕ2 “ ϕ,ˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
Rn
qpy ´ tωqϕ2pyq exp
´
´ i
ż t
0
ω ¨A17λpy ´ sωq ds
¯
dy dt
ˇˇˇ
ď C
´
λ3}NA1,q1 ´NA2,q2} ` λ}A
1}L8pΩq `
1
λα
¯
}ϕ}2H3pRnq,
with A17λ “ χλ ˚ A
1. This and the fact thatˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
Rn
qpy ´ tωqϕ2pyq
”
1´ exp
´
´ i
ż t
0
ω ¨ A17λpy ´ sωq ds
¯ı
dy dt
ˇˇˇ
ď C}A17λ}L8pRnq}ϕ}
2
H3pRnqq ď C}A
1}L8pΩq}ϕ}
2
H3pRnq,
implies thatˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
Rn
qpy ´ tωqϕ2pyq dy dt
ˇˇˇ
ď
´
λ3}NA1,q1 ´NA2,q2} ` λ}A
1}L8pΩq `
1
λα
¯
}ϕ}2H3pRnq.
Applying Morrey’s inequality given by the following estimate
}A1}
C
0,1´np pΩq
ď C}A1}W 1,ppΩq, A
1 PW 1,ppΩq,
where n ă p ď 8 and C a positive constant which depends on p, n and Ω, we getˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
Rn
qpy ´ tωqϕ2pyq dy dt
ˇˇˇ
ď
´
λ3}NA1,q1 ´NA2,q2} ` λ}A
1}W 1,p0pΩq `
1
λα
¯
}ϕ}2H3pRnq,
where n ă p0 ă 8. Hence, in light of (2.38), we find out that
(2.43)
ˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
Rn
qpy´tωqϕ2pyq dy dt
ˇˇˇ
ď
´
λ3}NA1,q1´NA2,q2}`λ}dαA1´dαA2}Lp0 pΩq`
1
λα
¯
}ϕ}2H3pRnq.
By interpolating, we have for s “ 2{p0
}dαA1 ´ dαA2}Lp0 pΩq ď }dαA1 ´ dαA2}
1´s
L8pΩq}dαA1 ´ dαA2}
s
L2pΩq
ď C}dαA1 ´ dαA2}
s{2
H1pΩq
}dαA1 ´ dαA2}
s{2
H´1pΩq
ď C}dαA1 ´ dαA2}
s{2
H´1pΩq
.
Therefore, from (2.43) and (2.36), we obtainˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
Rn
qpy ´ tωqϕ2pyq dy dt
ˇˇˇ
ď
´
λ3}NA1,q1 ´NA2,q2} ` λ}NA1,q1 ´NA2,q2}
s{4 `
1
λα
¯
}ϕ}2H3pRnq
ď C
´
λ3}NA1,q1 ´NA2,q2} `
1
λα
¯
}ϕ}2H3pRnq.
Now we just need to proceed as in the determination of the magnetic field. We consider the sequence pϕhqh
defined by (2.28) with y P Dρ. Sinceˇˇˇ ż T
0
qpy ´ tωqdt
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
Rn
qpy ´ tωqϕ2hpxq dx dt
ˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
Rn
qpx´ tωqϕ2hpxqdx dt
ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
Rn
´
qpy ´ tωq ´ qpx´ tωq
¯
ϕ2hpxqdx dt
ˇˇˇ
,
and using the fact that |qpy ´ tωq ´ qpx´ tωq| ď C|y ´ x|, we obtainˇˇˇ ż T
0
qpy ´ tωqdt
ˇˇˇ
ďC
´
λ3}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1} `
1
λα
¯
}ϕh}
2
H3pRnq ` C
ż
Rn
|x´ y|ϕ2hpxqdx.
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On the other hand, since }ϕh}H3pRnq ď Ch
´3 and
ż
Rn
|x´ y|ϕ2hpxq dx ď C h, we conclude that
ˇˇˇ ż T
0
qpy ´ tωq dt
ˇˇˇ
ď C
´
λ3}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1} `
1
λα
¯
h´6 ` C h.
Selecting h small such that h “ h´6{λα. Then, we find two constants δ ą 1 and 0 ă β ă α ă 1 such that
(2.44)
ˇˇˇ ż T
0
qpy ´ tωq
ˇˇˇ
ď C
´
λδ}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1} `
1
λβ
¯
.
The estimate (2.44) remains true by replacing ω by ´ω. Then we get for all y P Dρ,ˇˇˇ ż T
´T
qpy ´ tωq dt
ˇˇˇ
ď C
´
λδ}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1} `
1
λβ
¯
.
Next, using the fact that q “ q2 ´ q1 “ 0 outside Ω and since T ąDiam Ω` 4ρ, we haveˇˇˇ ż
R
qpy ´ tωq dt
ˇˇˇ
ď C
´
λδ}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1} `
1
λβ
¯
, a. e. y P Rn, ω P Sn´1.
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
2.3.2. Estimate for the electric potential. This section is devoted to upper bound the electric potential. In
light of Lemma 2.8 and arguing as in Section 2.2.2, we get for all ξ P ωK the following estimate
(2.45) |pqpξq| ď C´λδ}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1} ` 1λβ
¯
.
By changing ω P Sn´1 (2.45) holds for all ξ P Rn. By decomposing the H´1pRnq norm of q, we find
}q}2
H´1pRnq “
ż
|ξ|ďR
|pqpξq|2 ă ξ ą´2 dξ ` ż
|ξ|ąR
|pqpξq|2 ă ξ ą´2 dξ
ď C
´
Rn}pq}2
L8pBp0,Rqq `
1
R2
}q}2L2pΩq
¯
.
Thus, in light of (2.45), we get
}q}2H´1pRnq ď C
´
Rnλ2δ}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1}
2 `
Rn
λ2β
`
1
R2
¯
.
We choose R such that Rn`2 “ λ2β and we obtain
}q}H´1pRnq ď C
´
Rk}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1} `
1
R
¯
,
for some positive constant k ą 0. All the above mentionned statements are valid for λ sufficiently large.
Assume that there exists c ą 0 such that }NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1} ď c. We select
R “ }NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1}
´1{pk`1q.
Thus, λ is sufficietly large and we get
(2.46) }q}H´1pRnq ď C}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1}
µ2 , µ2 “ 1{pk ` 1q P p0, 1q.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2.
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
At this stage we are well prepared to deal with the inverse problem under investigation, that is the iden-
tification of V appearing in (1.1) from the knwoledge of ΛV . Based on Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 we
prove the main result of this paper. Let us start by stating the main tool allowing us to prove the stability.
A crucial part of the proof of Theorem 1.1 is an elliptic Carleman estimate designed for the elliptic
operator ∆ and given in [8, 11] . For formulating our Carleman estimate, we shall first set some notaions:
let a subboundary Γ0 Ă Γ. Assume that there exists a function ψ P C2pΩ,Rnq such that
ψpxq ą 0, x P Ω, |∇ψpxq| ą 0 x P Ω, and Bνψpxq ď 0 x P ΓzΓ0.
On the other hand, for any given parameter β ą 0, we define the weight function η as follows
ηpxq “ eβ ψpxq x P Ω.
Then the following Carleman estimate holds true:
Proposition 3.1. (see ([8, 11])) There exist γ0 ą 0 and C ą 0 such that for all γ ě γ0, we have the
following estimate:ż
Ω
pγ|∇upxq|2 ` γ3|upxq|2qe2γηpxq dx ď
ż
Ω
|∆upxq|2e2γηpxq dx`
ż
Γ0
γ|Bνupxq|
2e2γηpxq dσ,
for any u P H2pΩq such that upxq “ 0 on Γ.
Using the above statement, we are now able to stably retrieve the first order coefficient V from the infor-
mation given by the DN map ΛV .
3.1. Stability estimate for the velocity field. Armed with Proposition 3.1, we turn now to proving the
main result of this paper. Let us consider two velocity fields V1, V2 P VpV0,Mq. We define V “ V1 ´ V2.
Our goal is to show that V stably depends on the DN map ΛV1 ´ ΛV2 . In view of (2.37) and (2.4) we have
the existence of a function ϕ PW 3,p0pΩq XH10 pΩq such that
(3.47) V “ V1 ´ V2 “ ´2iA
1 `∇p2iψq “ V 1 `∇ϕ.
Then ϕ is solution to the following equation$&
%
∆ϕ “ Ψ :“ divV ´ divV
1
“ divV, in Ω,
ϕ “ 0, in Γ.
Thanks to (2.4) and (3.47), we have
Ψ “ 2pq2 ´ q1q `
1
2
pV
1
qpV1 ` V2q `
1
2
∇ϕ pV1 ` V2q.
By applying Proposition 3.1 to the solution ϕ and using the fact that }Vj}L8pΩq ďM , j “ 1, 2, we findż
Ω
γ|∇ϕpxq|2e2γηpxq dx ď
ż
Ω
|∆ϕpxq|2e2γηpxq dx`
ż
Γ0
γ|Bνϕpxq|
2e2γηpxq dσ
ď C
ż
Ω
p|pq2 ´ q1qpxq|
2 ` |V 1pxq|2 ` |∇ϕpxq|2qe2γηpxqdx`
ż
Γ0
γ|Bνϕpxq|
2e2γηpxq dσ.(3.48)
By taking γ sufficiently large, (3.48) immediately yieldsż
Ω
γ|∇ϕpxq|2e2γηpxq dx ď C
ż
Ω
p|pq2 ´ q1qpxq|
2 ` |V 1pxq|2qe2γηpxqdx`
ż
Γ0
γ|Bνϕpxq|
2e2γηpxq dσ.
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This implies that
(3.49) }∇ϕ}2L2pΩq ď C}q2 ´ q1}
2
L2pΩq ` }V
1}2L2pΩq ` }Bνϕ}
2
L2pΓ0q
.
By interpolation and since }q2 ´ q1}W 1,8pΩq ďM , it follows from (2.46) that
}q2 ´ q1}L2pΩq ď }q2 ´ q1}
1{2
H1pΩq
}q2 ´ q1}
1{2
H´1pΩq
ď C}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1}
κ1 ,(3.50)
for some κ1 P p0, 1q. Moreover, from what has already been shown in Section 2.3, it is readily seen that
(3.51) }V 1}L2pΩq ď C}A
1}L2pΩq ď C}NA1,q1 ´NA2,q2}
κ2 ,
for some κ2 ą 0. On the other hand, owing to the assumption that V “ V1 ´ V2 “ 0 on Γ and taking
advantage of Trace’s Theorem, one gets
(3.52) }Bνϕ}L2pΓ0q ď }V
1}L2pΓq ď }V
1}H1pΩq ď }V
1}
1{2
L2pΩq
}V 1}
1{2
H2pΩq
ď C}NA1,q1 ´NA2,q2}
κ3 ,
for some κ3 ą 0. In view of (3.49)–(3.52), it is easily understood that
}V1 ´ V2}L2pΩq ď }V
1}L2pΩq ` }∇ϕ}L2pΩq ď }NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1}
κ,
where κ :“ min pκ1, κ2, κ3q. From (2.5) we deduce the desired result.
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